
Fiddle tunes on the Hohner CXB-10/40 by Brendan 

Citation from the sleeve notes of Brendan’s CD “PUFNSAW”, where he played the harmonica together with 

Janie Rothfield on the fiddle (*): 

Brendan wrote:  

“The main one I settled on for this album was a heavily customised Hohner XB-40. I removed the covers and 

mouthpiece and put the internal comb/reedplate unit inside a cut-down CX-12 shell (now a CX-10), with 

rubber gaskets for sealing. After experimenting with many tuning ideas I created a couple of new scales 

that worked the best: a pentatonic one and another loosely based on Solo tuning. These gave me the ability 

to bend ALL the notes, just as those fiddles were doing.” 

*) Btw: I can highly recommend this wonderful CD to all friends of Northern American Old Time fiddle music 

and Irish/Scottish folk music in special and any kind of danceable folk music in common.  

https://brendan-power.com/PufNSaw.php  

 

Concerning the topic of this post: As far as it is a hybrid of the CX-12, shortened to CX-10 (shell and slide), 

and a XB-40 (comb and reedplates), I named it CXB-10/40. ☺☺☺☺ 

 

Here are my questions: 

1.  

Brendan wrote:   

“I created a couple of new scales that worked the best: a pentatonic one and another loosely based on Solo 

tuning.” 

To which key are they tuned? (I guess it might be G or maybe D their related modes respectively.) 

Which positions for which scales? 

2. Considering the slide, is it chromatic or is it a slide diatonic? 

If it is chromatic: Has it a fully chromatic ambitus (in form of a physical reed for each chromatic note)? Or is it 

playable chromatically only by bending?  

3. Do you have 2 different ones or even more? Or do you have only one with a final tuning? 

4. Could you post layout diagrams of your tunings, best including the x-reeds and the notes of the possible 

bends, and considering the shifted notes created by pushing the slide? 

For comparison, here I show the original layout of the XB-40 in C by Hohner (transposable into any key): 

 



The layout follows the Richter system. The diagram shows only the notes playable by respective bends (blow 

and draw bends in any hole by 1, 2 or 3 semitones). Unfortunately it does not show the tuning of the x-reeds. 

This might not be relevant for the average user. But it is an important information for those who want to 

retune the harmonica. 

(Source: from the original instruction sheet by Hohner, translation into English by me.) 

5. If you still have them (1 or more), could you bring them with you to your Seydel Expert Workshop in 

Klingenthal on March 16-19 2023? PLEASE! 

https://www.brendan-power.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=895  

https://www.seydel1847.de/epages/Seydel1847.sf/de_DE/?ObjectPath=/Shops/Seydel/Categories/Made_in_

Germany/News/%22Expert%20Workshop%20with%20Brendan%20Power%22 

https://www.seydel1847.de/epages/Seydel1847.sf/en_US/?ViewObjectID=66378875&Currency=EUR 

I would really like to blow into one – if possible. (I can bring medical disinfection fluid with me if considered 

necessary.) 

At least I would like to jam with you some of the tunes of the CD.  I would play Janie’s fiddle part on a Tombo 

Band Chromatic Violin Range #1577. (In the meantime discontinued, remnants still may be available in music 

shops and www.) 

 

At the moment I am heavily training Track #3 “Cute Little Tune”.  ☺☺☺☺  

 

6. Is the CXB-10/40 still available for purchase? Or has it never been? 

7. 

Brendan wrote:   

“The main one I settled on for this album was a heavily customised Hohner XB-40.” 

Btw: Can you remember which of the tunes you played with which harmonica, tuning etc.? Or are they all 

played with the same CXB-10/40, possibly with the same tuning in the same key, maybe just played with 

changing positions? 

 

dear greetings 

triona 

 


